Abstract. The paper illustrates the structure of plane mechanical systems used to manipulators. In the first part are presented some kinematics schemes used to plane manipulators. These mechanisms are used to manipulators, positioning and control systems. In generally these mechanisms have two or three degree of mobility. The purpose of the paper is to study the dynamics of a plane manipulator mechanical system used to manipulate garbage containers. It is presented the kinematics scheme of a plane manipulator, used to this purpose and is presented the mechanism functional description. In the second part is presented the kinematical and dynamical analysis for the plane manipulator mechanism. In the last part of the paper are presented graphical results for the dynamics parameters.
Introduction
The aim of this research paper is to study the dynamic answer of a parallel manipulator, which is used to containers lifting. Also, is studied the dynamics of the mechanism, in the purpose of the actuation moment minimization.
In the literature, they are some studies concerning the dynamics and optimization of different manipulators.
In generally, the mechanisms with hydraulic actuation are manipulation, positioning and control mechanisms. These mechanisms are in the structure of the harvester machine, industrial robots, and manipulators. The mechanisms mobility correspond with the number of independents parameters, necessary to assure the mechanism functionality. These mechanisms can be characterized by total degree of freedom, partial or fractioned [2, 3] . The actuation of those modules is realized with mechanical -hydraulics systems, type cylinder piston (CH). The manipulator structure
The mechanism works sequentially, with a single motor element (the crank A 0 A). The kinematics' scheme of the plane mechanism [2, 3, 4] , with two degree of mobility, is presented in figure 2 . 
The maximum rotation angle of the crank shaft 1 is 260°. In the mechanism functioning we identify two phases [4]:
1. The element 6 (with the points G, C and D) stays fixed until, trough the crank shaft rotation, the point B reach on the vertical part of the element 6, between the points C and G;
2. All the kinematics elements of the mechanism are joining rigid, also continuing the crank shaft rotation until the end position, the mechanism become as a rigid body, which rotate upon the fixed joint A 0 . The trajectories of all mobile joints are circles with the centre in A 0 joint.
The kinematics analysis of the manipulator mechanism
For the first kinematics chain ABC, we write the positions equations: (1), and summing, we obtain: 
The dynamics analysis of the manipulator mechanism
The forces and moments which act upon the mechanism elements are showed in the figure below. 
where ϕ ω = is the angular speed of the element 1.
We apply the kinetic energy theorem: 
